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To Our Valued and Prospective Global Channel and Partner Program Members,
Those of you close to Aspect know that we have been talking about the seismic shifts underway in our industry
for several months now. Driven by the migration to the cloud, and the explosion and diversity of devices in the
hands of consumers, the “relationship revolution” of consumers is challenging the status quo of customer
service and raising the expectations for consistent customer engagement experiences. This shift is significantly
accelerating the rate of change of customer engagement practices, and greatly increasing the risks for those
whose speed of adoption does not keep pace.
Most who have followed Aspect over the years would agree that we are keeping that pace, first by reinventing
the company, and further through continuous improvement driven by a scorecard that shows much of our work
to transform the business has had a very favorable impact. Note for instance:


A completely re-launched product catalog with On Premise, Managed and Cloud solutions;



Re-positioning for a self-service economy, and;



A radically transformed brand identity, message to the market, and “conversation” with customers,
employees, analysts and business partners.

Still, our strategy for growth and becoming the best company in the customer engagement industry to do
business with is not complete by any measure. Specifically we recognize that Aspect has to become a more
“channel and partner-centric” company than ever before. We envision a global eco system of Partners who add
value, work in concert with Aspect to engage with customers, and leverage trust and commitment between us to
succeed in the market together. With that in mind we have created our new channel and partner program,
AspectPro™, and have placed it front and center in our go-forward market strategy. We are committed to the
indirect channel, and the only measure of our success against that commitment is your success as an
AspectPro member.
We look forward to our conversations together, and helping to drive mutual growth through customer
engagement excellence in 2015 and beyond. This is a GREAT time to become an AspectPro member!

Stew Bloom

Mike Moors

CEO, Aspect

VP, Worldwide Partner Sales, Aspect
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Program Overview and Philosophy
AspectPro™ is designed to build and maintain a strong Channel and Partner ecosystem to increase the market
penetration for Aspect’s Customer Engagement solutions. AspectPro is an exclusive group of sales, service,
and technology providers whose overriding goal is to assist businesses of all sizes and complexity to deliver
seamless and exceptional customer experiences, through Cloud and Premise deployment models. Our channel
philosophy is simple:
Success is achieved by building solid relationships through mutual investment and achievement.

Why Aspect?
People
With Aspect you get the combined experience and
support of over 1,800 associates, including a deep,
experienced management team, a technical staff
that holds or has applied for over 1,000 patents,
and a customer-focused sales organization bound
together in a culture driven by an obsession for
excellence in customer engagement.

Innovation
With relentless pursuit of innovation and a driving customer
obsession, Aspect helps enterprises deliver remarkable
customer experiences across every conversation and every
channel. Today consumers own the conversation. The
“relationship revolution” allows them to choose when, where,
and how they communicate. Aspect equips you to serve
these demanding consumers through seamless, two-way
communications across mobile, social and, voice channels.
This “constant conversation” provides the ability to continue
the interaction until your customer’s issues are resolved,
regardless of channel or medium and without starting over
or repeating information.
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Market Reach
Aspect powers customer contact for
2,000 businesses of all sizes in nearly
every industry:
 1.4 million agents worldwide in
70+ countries
 4 of the top 5 commercial banks
 8 of the top 10 health care providers
 9 of the top 10 telecom providers
 5 of the top 5 airlines
 3 of the top 3 computer
software companies
People, innovation, market power…Aspect delivers.

Who Should Join?
The AspectPro™ program is comprised of a variety of organizations who together form a cohesive network that
is greater than the sum of its parts:
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Below are the types of organizations that would benefit the most from an AspectPro™ membership:

Cloud Partners
These include both resellers of Aspect-operated platforms (Cloud Resellers) or those that deploy Aspect
solutions to offer SaaS-based solutions to customers (Cloud Deployment Partners).

Value Added Resellers
These companies purchase traditional perpetual licenses for sale to end users, and provide sales, pre-sales,
implementation, and support services.

Limited Resellers
Organizations providing contracting vehicles only, for specific buyers and/or for specific transactions. They
would not provide any Aspect services in addition to these contracting vehicles.

Specialty Resellers
Resellers who have skills around a specific Aspect product or solution and seek to focus their efforts with Aspect
in that area only. Examples include, but are not limited to, Social and Back Office solutions.

OEM
Organizations that intend to utilize one or more Aspect components or products in their own branded solutions.

Application Development Partners
Developers of self-service and other applications designed to execute on Aspect platforms purchased through
other partners or directly from Aspect.

Mobile Partners
Mobile Application Developers and other members of the Mobile ecosystem who seek to leverage Aspect
capabilities and solutions to deliver the “constant conversation” experience.

Business Process Outsourcers
Providers of agent resources and other outsourced skillsets who wish to utilize Aspect solutions as part of their
overall service deliverable.

Services Partners
Providers of Professional Services, as well as Support and Maintenance services for Aspect solutions
purchased from other partners or directly from Aspect.

Technology Partners
Developers of specialized technology can partner with Aspect to integrate these products and solutions to
provide added value to our mutual customers.

Strategic Alliance Partners
Large, global companies recognized as leaders in technology and services who can work with Aspect to deliver
complimentary solutions to customers.

Consultants
Independent consultants of all sizes who can recommend Aspect solutions to their clients.
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Benefits of the AspectPro™ Program
Mutual investment is a key tenet of our philosophy of success with Channels and Partners. Aspect, for its part
invests in many ways, such as the advantages and benefits of the program itself. These include:
 Program Discounts on software and services
 Lab and Demo environments
 Opportunity Registration and related Discounts
 Use of Salesforce license for forecasting and access to Aspect Partner Resource Center
 Rebates and/or Market Development Funds based on sales of software and services
 Virtual and In-person training
 Mentoring programs
 Clear Engagement Guidelines
 Marketing and demand generation assistance
 Ongoing webinars and marketing events
 Co-branded press releases and success stories
 RFP preparation assistance using advanced software solutions
 Use of Aspect facilities for customer activities
 Opportunities for inclusion in the Aspect Innovation Exchange
 Opportunities to Partner with other Pro members
 Partner Advisory Council
 Aspect Customer Exchange Sponsorship opportunities
 Channel Manager for Select Partners

Responsibilities of AspectPro Partners
Aspect and Pro partners share a mutual responsibility for success. To guarantee this, Aspect has developed
specific program responsibilities for program participants. High level partner responsibilities include:
 Demand generation capabilities
 Annual Business plans with regular reviews
 Minimum Annual Revenue, Booking, New Customer, and/or Renewal commitments
 Sales, Pre-Sales, Implementation, and Support certifications
 Establishment of Lab and demo facilities
 Proposal and quotation preparation resources
 Financial management and forecasting capabilities
 Reporting and tracking systems for sales and service metrics
 Formal Customer Support and Help Desk programs
 Data Center and Network assessments
 Customer satisfaction assessments
 Support contract renewal closures
 Legal facilities
 Billing and Usage reporting for Cloud Partners
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 Financial leverage arrangements (if necessary)
 Adherence to Electronic Industry Code of Conduct
As in any effective organization, Aspect sets clear expectations for all employees, associates, and our Partners
as well, ensuring strong relationships that will drive long-terms revenue and profits.

How Do I Get Started?
After reviewing this program description you can begin the screening and evaluation process by completing the
program application. Upon confirmation that the information provided indicates a fit with Aspect’s needs and
requirements we will contact you to setup a meeting to further the evaluation process. If you have any questions
please feel free to contact our Channel team at channelprogramoffice@aspect.com.
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